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petWALK - the #1 vendor of high-quality doors designed for pets presents a new breed of pet doors offering a
quality of life thus far unheard of.
Trusted globally by customers in over 30 countries from Europe to Australia, the smart petWALK door combines
complete air tightness, highest thermal insulation and burglar proof solutions with an automatic opening and
contactless access control system.
Now petWALK doors enter a new stage of evolution!
At CES 2018, petWALK presents the world's first fully connected high end pet door, which can be
controlled from anywhere via remote, mobile devices, web browsers or smart home devices. Opening, closing
and all the settings are just a tap away. Configurable alerts keep the pet owner informed about all important
events and a timeline informs about what was going on during the day.
But it is not just about adding an app to a door, it is much more!
petWALK is first to introduce a modular and flexible hard- and software design allowing the doors to be extended
with components like external RFID readers, sensors and devices or cloud based services. Offering an open
API, the petWALK door can also be integrated into any Smart Home service themselves. This way, petWALK
can always adapt to the latest technologies and most important - the needs of the customers and their pets.
During CES 2018, petWALK showcases the use of cloud cams like the Nest™ Cam Outdoor as intelligent video
intercom with pet recognition, allowing to monitor activity in front of the petWALK pet door and either open it or
activate the intruder alarm.
In further showcases, petWALK demonstrates the integration with Amazon’s Echo™ for voice control of the door
and in cooperation with the logistic company DPD, the use of the pet door as a secure intelligent parcel delivery
station.
Meet petWALK at booth no 40050 in Sands, Halls A-D - (Smart Home Marketplace)

About petWALK
Petwalk Solutions GmbH & Co KG is an Austrian manufacturer of the world’s first front doors for pets. petWALK was designed
to comply with the strict regulations for passive houses. The patented and award-winning petWALK door is a completely
airtight, insulated and burglar-proof pet entry solution. petWALK can be installed almost anywhere and is adaptable in
design and function. In 2018 petWALK introduces its newest product innovations and prepares for its market entry in North
America. As of now, petWALK is already supplying freedom to pets and pet owners in more than 30 countries around the
globe – from Austria to Australia.
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